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Timber helped build Oregon, but, since the 1990s, the state’s western

counties have lost thousands of jobs and millions of dollars in annual

revenue. For decades, much of the blame for the downturn has been

placed on the federal government’s decision to reduce logging in national

forests.

An investigation by OPB, The Oregonian/OregonLive and ProPublica

examined ownership and tax data to determine the financial losses for

counties in the Coast Range from the decline in logging on federal lands
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A truck carrying logs drives through Oregon’s Coast Range. (Beth Nakamura/The
Oregonian)
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and from tax cuts for the timber industry. Our analysis of data found that

timber tax cuts have cost counties at least $3 billion in the past three

decades. By comparison, counties lost close to an estimated $4 billion due

to federal logging reductions. In western Oregon, at least 40% of private

forestlands are owned by investment companies that profit from the cuts.

We detail the steps of our analysis below.

Part 1: Who Owns Private Forestlands?

Our first task was to determine who owns the most private forestland in

Oregon. We obtained spatial data of tax parcels from the assessors’ offices

of 18 counties in western Oregon, the state’s dominant timber region, and

removed parcels that are not forestland. Each tax parcel includes the

owner’s name and address. Many large forestland owners list their

properties under different company names, complicating the process. To

account for this, we wrote code to clean and standardize the address field.

We then mapped the data by owner address instead of owner name. It is

likely that our estimates of how much Oregon’s largest timber companies

own are undercounts since our methodology relies on grouping and does

not account for all unique owner name/address pairs. The Oregon

Department of Forestry, or ODF, used a similar process to develop a timber

industry ownership map in 2006. (It has not created one since.) We used

the 2006 ownership map to quantify how much the state’s largest timber

companies like Weyerhaeuser and Hancock Forest Management grew over

time.

Part 2: Tax Losses Over Time

For this analysis, we were interested in estimating how much revenue

Oregon counties lost from a series of tax cuts starting in the 1990s. The

changes included lowering property taxes and phasing out the state’s

severance tax, which was based on the value of timber after it was logged.

The tax has been eliminated for large timber companies, but forestland

owners with fewer than 5,000 acres can still opt to pay it as a means of

further reducing their property taxes.

We obtained historical data that shows the amount of timber logged

annually and another set of data that shows average log prices from the

ODF. To estimate each county’s loss in severance tax revenue since 1991,

we multiplied the amount logged by the log price for each county and year.

The price of timber registered in the ODF data represents the average price

of logs at sawmills, which includes the cost of cutting and transporting the

logs. Timber owners were taxed on the stumpage price, which is the price

without factoring in those additional costs. Stumpage values for private

lands are not available, making ODF’s log prices the best available source

for estimating the timber value from Oregon’s private forests. To account
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for this, we compared ODF log prices to stumpage prices reported for

public lands by the U.S. Forest Service. From 1989 to 2014 (the years for

which data is available for ODF and U.S. Forest Service), ODF’s inflation-

adjusted log prices were on average 20% to 25% higher than stumpage

values recorded on state-owned forestland in Oregon.

We also compared ODF log prices with harvest values reported by the

Oregon Department of Revenue when it still collected a severance tax from

all timber owners. This data is available from 1984 to 2001. For that period,

ODF’s inflation-adjusted log prices were on average 20% to 25% higher

than those recorded by the Department of Revenue. As a result of these

comparisons, we reduced our calculated revenue estimate by 25%.

Our calculation is likely conservative. ODF economists estimated the

transportation and logistical costs in their log prices at $150 per thousand

board-feet of timber. Adjusting our timber value estimate resulted in an

average reduction of $180 per thousand board-feet.

Until 1991, the severance tax was 6.5% of revenue in a given year for

western Oregon counties and 5% in eastern Oregon counties. We took 6.5%

and 5% of the calculated timber value estimate for each year, and

compared it with the actual severance tax totals in Department of Revenue

data. We vetted our methodology with the ODF and multiple independent

economists.

In addition to eliminating the severance tax, Oregon also assesses property

taxes at a rate below market value. In biannual tax expenditure reports

that begin in 1997, the Oregon Department of Revenue estimates the total

amount of money lost to the special assessments. Since then, the

department estimates the total loss from forestland property taxes to be

about $806 million. We added our calculation of estimated revenue lost

from severance taxes to this amount to conclude that timber tax cuts have

cost counties at least $3 billion in the past three decades.

Part 3: Comparison to Federal Payment Loss

One objective of our analysis was to compare revenue losses from the

phased out severance tax to those that stemmed from the federal

government restricting logging in national forests to protect the northern

spotted owl. We obtained county-level federal payment information from

Headwater Economics, which uses data from the U.S. Forest Service and

the Bureau of Land Management. This data includes payments received by

counties for their share of revenue from timber sales on federal lands, as

well as subsidy payments made as federal logging levels declined. To

estimate the amount of federal revenue lost in each county since the

spotted owl restrictions, we totaled inflation-adjusted federal payments

from 1991 to 2019. We then calculated what the revenue would be if

https://www.fs.usda.gov/pnw/tools/production-prices-employment-and-trade-northwest-forest-industries
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AYOSVupdwN6hLqW83YM-5J97G1R5vIyc/view?usp=sharing
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counties had received the median payment from 1960 to 1990, and we

subtracted the actual total from the estimated total. We selected 1960

because it was the earliest year for which we were able to obtain federal

payment information.

We used the median yearly revenue for the 30 years preceding the federal

logging restrictions, from 1960 to 1990, to estimate potential revenues had

the restrictions not been put in place. Yearly revenues varied significantly

over the 30 year period because of many factors, including changes in the

number of trees logged and in the price of timber. Because federal

payments in 1990, the year federal logging began to decline, were higher

than the median, we believe that median yearly revenue for 1960 to 1990 is

potentially an underestimate of what yearly revenues would have been

from 1991 to 2019 had there been no restrictions on federal logging.
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County
Estimated Federal

Payment Loss
Estima

Severance Tax L

Benton ���.�m ���

Clackamas ����.�m ���

Clatsop* -����.�k ����

Columbia ���.�m ����

Coos ���.�m ����

Curry ����.�m ���

Douglas ����.�m ����

Hood River ���.�m ���

Jackson ����.�m ���

Josephine ����.�m ���

Lane ����.�m ����

Lincoln ����.�m ����

Linn ����.�m ����

Marion ����.�m ���

Polk ���.�m ����

Tillamook ���.�m ���

Washington ��.�m ���

Yamhill ���.�m ���

Estimated Revenue Losses in Oregon's Western
Counties Since 1991

* Clatsop County's federal payments are estimated to have increased
slightly since 1991.
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